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This October, You Decide How We Shape 
Our Future: The Regional Visioning Survey 
 
September 15, 2003 
Liveable City Briefing: 
Envision Central Texas (ECT) Part 2-  
“Critical Issues - The Regional Visioning Survey” 
 
Liveable City, though independent of ECT, believes 
the ECT regional visioning survey could have a 
vital and lasting impact on the vision of Austin’s 
future. 
 
Please share this newsletter with your family, 
friends and neighbors. 
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Shape the Future with the Regional Visioning 
Survey  



This October, the people of Austin and Central Texas will 
have a historic opportunity to shape the future of their city 
and region for decades to come. Concerned about the impact 
of the 1.25 million people that may move to Central Texas 
during the next 20 to 40 years, The Envision Central Texas 
(ECT) Regional Visioning Survey is an opportunity for 
Central Texans to voice their hopes and desires about the 
quality of life they want for themselves and their families. 
With your participation, the survey, running from October 6 
through October 26, will result in the first steps toward 
creating a vision for our regions future. 
 
The Importance of the Survey  
Why does Liveable City believe that the Regional Visioning 
Survey is so important? The visioning survey will begin, for 
the first time in Central Texas, a public regional discussion 
about growth.  For the survey, ECT developed four different 
possible futures with analysis to understand the impacts on 
issues including jobs, pollution, traffic, land use, and 
housing.  It also raises questions whether different policy 
directions are needed to protect our future quality of life. 
 
Facts About the Survey 
Beginning October 6th, Central Texans will have the 
opportunity to express their opinions on the four growth 
scenarios and other questions about our region’s future. The 
survey will be available online at envisioncentraltexas.org as 
well as on the back two pages of a newspaper insert which 
explains the scenarios, the process, and future growth issues. 
The insert will be distributed in the Austin American 
Statesman, the Austin Chronicle and many other community 
papers during the week of October 6 through October 10.  
 
The 17 question survey is divided into two parts, the first 
seven questions will ask you to choose the future scenario 
you prefer for issues such as transportation, housing, land 
use, cost and others. The second part, on the back page of the 
newspaper insert, asks your attitudes about issues 
concerning the future including population, jobs, and social 
equity and retaining the character of rural and urban 
communities. The survey is printed to fold and mail back to 
ECT by October 26. 
 
The Scenarios: The Four Possible Futures For 
Central Texas  
(Life in scenarios link)  
Developed from public workshops held last fall, the four 
scenarios project different future land use and transportation 



growth patterns. The following are short explanations of 
each of the four scenarios, for a more in depth look - go to 
(ECT Elected official packet). 
 
Scenario A - Sprawl City:  
The Current Growth  
This scenario projects the past ten year trends into their 
likely implications 20 to 40 years ahead. With little 
redevelopment, Central Texas continues to sprawl rapidly 
outward in all directions, consuming a large number of 
undeveloped acres of agricultural and aquifer land. Housing 
is primarily single-family homes, while the transportation 
network continues to be automobile–oriented with a 
commuter rail line. Average trip length and time are longer 
than the other scenarios. New jobs in the region are 
concentrated in Travis County.  
 
The Impact of Sprawl City: 
Scenario A, based on grown trends during the last ten years, 
is a disaster. In this possible future, new development covers 
more than twice as much land as today while paving more 
than twice as much agricultural and aquifer land than other 
scenarios. At a cost of over 10 billion dollars for new 
infrastructure development, this scenario provides the least 
housing options with the longest commutes of any possible 
future. In short, Scenario A, the way we’re growing now, is 
a disaster.   
 
Scenario B - Roadside City:  
Growth Surrounding Major Highways 
This scenario consolidates growth within one mile of the IH-
35 and SH-130 road corridors. More mixed-use development 
and reinvestment allows commuter rail and Bus Rapid 
Transit while conserving more undeveloped land and the 
sensitive aquifer zone than Scenario A. Most housing would 
still be single-family homes 

 
Scenario C - New Towns:  
Growth in New Towns & Existing Cities  
This pattern focuses growth in new and existing towns 
across the region. More mixed-use development and 
reinvestment than Scenario B allows commuter rail and Bus 
Rapid Transit with a streetcar system in Austin, which 
conserves more undeveloped land than Scenarios A and B. 
This conserves the most aquifer zone of any Scenario. 
Employment distribution and diversity of housing are 
greater than A and B. 



 
Scenario D - Dense City:  
Growth in Existing Towns and Cities 
In this possible future, the highest degree of infill and 
reinvestment is concentrated in the existing Travis County 
urban core.  It consumes the least amount of undeveloped 
land, with little aquifer zone affected. Scenario D offers the 
greatest housing and transportation options including 
commuter rail, Bus Rapid Transit and light rail. 
 

Density Box: 
One key issue in our future is increasing density in existing 
neighborhoods and towns.  Density can become a problem 
without intelligent and appropriate design.  ECT provides 
scenarios that show a general trend in population growth, 
offering alternative solutions to accommodate growth, but 
does not state exactly where the increased density will 
occur. 
 

Will the Regional Visioning Survey Results be 
implemented? 
ECT is a visioning process, it is not a plan. After the survey 
is completed, the consultant will present the complied 
responses to the ECT board as a “consensus scenario”. Then, 
the ECT board or a follow-up organization may recommend 
a series of implementation strategies to carry forward the 
”consensus scenario”. ECT does not have any regional 
authority of its own. It will be up to the citizens and their 
elected officials over the next decade to determine how 
much of the vision becomes a reality.  
 
Next in the Series - Envision Central Texas - Part 
III - Key Tradeoffs in the Regional Visioning 
Survey  
 
Don’t Let Others Decide the Future Without You!  
Take the Regional Vision Survey Starting Oct. 6! 
 

 
END of Doc, all other items are links or side boxes 
 
If you or your organization, church, or 
neighborhood group would like to distribute the 
survey to your members, contact Liveable City at? 
 
  



 
A Short Review of the ECT Process (this might be helpful 
as a link before we get into the scenarios) (Could link to Ect 
website) 
 
Envision Central Texas (ECT) is a five county regional 
visioning process created to build a consensus vision for 
future land use and transportation planning in our region. 
Designed to address the 1.25 million additional people that 
are projected to live in Central Texas during the next 20 to 40 
years, ECT is working to preserve and enhance the region’s 
quality of life. The non-profit organization has 
representatives from many stakeholder groups including 
business, environmental, neighborhood, and rural 
communities from Bastrop, Caldwell, Hays, Travis and 
Williamson Counties. 
 
 
 
 
Important Regional Visioning Survey Dates  (side) 
 
October 6, 2003 
Beginning of Regional Visioning Survey Period.  
 
October 9, 2003 
Regional Visioning Survey in Austin American Statesman 
and Austin Chronicle and other local papers. 
 
October 26, 2003 
Last day of Regional Visioning Survey Period. 
 
January 2004 
“Community Vision Scenario” based on survey results, 
presented to ECT board. 
 
A Few Key Questions to consider in the October 
ECT Regional Visioning Survey (on the bottom of 
the side) 
 
Why build a transportation system that doesn’t reduce your 
overall time spent in traffic? 
 
How will the issues of social equity be affected by the future 
growth? 
 
Which scenarios have the transportation options you want 
for your future? 



 
What are the implications of increased density on existing 
neighborhoods? 
 
Which scenarios preserve the character of rural communities 
and land over aquifers? 
 
How will the infrastructure costs of new development affect 
the future affordability our region? 
 
Are Central Texans ready to develop regional view? 
 
What tradeoffs are we willing to make to have the 
community quality of life we deserve? 
 
 
Need More Surveys?  
Need surveys for friends, neighbors, church group or 
community organization? Call us at 481-8400 or 
www.liveablecity.org or take the survey online at  
www. envisioncentraltexas.org.  
 
Remember! 
Be sure to mail your survey in by October 26! 
 
Look for the Survey on October 9th 
Look for the Envision Central Texas Regional Visioning 
Survey in the Austin American Statesman and the Austin 
Chronicle on Thursday, October 9th! 
 
Need More Information? 
Need more information to help complete out the survey? Go 
to wwwliveablecity.org or www.envisioncentraltexas.org. 
 
We Need Your Help! 
Liveable City needs volunteers to help make sure Austinites 
take the Regional Visioning Survey. Volunteer today at 481-
8400 or contact us at xxxx@liveablecity .org 
 
Maps Boxes 
Maps of scenarios with labels 
 
Take the Survey Online box 
Take the Envision Central Texas Regional Visioning Survey 
Online at www.envisioncentraltexas.org beginning October 
6th! 
 



Contribution Box 
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Help Increase Participation in the Visioning Survey 
Liveable City is working with community organizations 
ensure higher public participation with downloadable web 
materials, leaflets, and tabling a wide variety of community 
functions. If you or your organization would like to be 
involved in this effort please contact Brian at 481-8400.  
 


